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Abstract 
 

In this modern era of technology and information, e-learning approach has become an integral 

part of teaching and learning using modern technologies. There are different variations or 

classification of e-learning approaches. One of notable approaches is Personal Learning 

Environment (PLE). In a PLE system, the contents are presented to the user in a personalized 

manner (according to the user’s needs and wants). The problem arises when a new user enters 

the system, and due to the lack of information about the new user’s needs and wants, the 

system fails to recommend him/her the personalized e-learning contents accurately. This 

phenomenon is known as cold-start problem. In order to address this issue, existing researches 

propose different approaches for recommendation such as preference profile, user ratings and 

tagging recommendations. In this research paper, the implementation of a novel 

interaction-based approach is presented. The interaction-based approach improves the 

recommendation accuracy for the new-user cold-start problem by integrating preferences 

profile and tagging recommendation and utilizing the interaction among users and system. 

This research work takes leverage of the interaction of a new user with the PLE system and 

generates recommendation for the new user, both implicitly and explicitly, thus solving 

new-user cold-start problem. The result shows the improvement of 31.57% in Precision, 

18.29% in Recall and 8.8% in F1-measure. 
 

 

Keywords: Recommender system, Collaborative filtering, e-Learning, Personalized 

Learning 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, e-learning has become a well-known teaching and learning approach. The 

e-learning approach uses up-to-date and latest educational technologies to create a learning 

environment where information technology is integrated in curriculum. This approach helps in 

creating more effective learning environment than traditional learning systems [1] [2]. In 

comparison with traditional ‘face-to-face’ learning, e-learning has obtained much attention.  

Personal Learning Environment (PLE), on the other hand, is becoming quite popular in the 

line of Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL). PLE refers to “a set of learning tools, services, 

and artifacts gathered from various contexts to be used by the learners” [3]. Furthermore, 

according to Van Harmelen [4] PLE helps the learners to enjoy ICT-based environments for 

learning activities so that a learner can connect to different networks in order to collaborate on 

shared outcomes and acquire necessary professional competences through its usage. 

As there is so much information available on the Internet-based e-learning system, so it 

becomes quite difficult for a learner to find the most appropriate contents for learning. This 

problem arises significantly when a user is new to the learning system and he/she has very 

little personal experience in using the system. Recommendations can be very useful in 

different aspects of PLE as well. For example, for finding relevant tools, get recommendations 

for learner to interaction in specific situations [5]. 

Due to this feature recommender systems have become popular during the past few years. 

A recommender system is defined as “system that produces individualized recommendations 

as output or have the effect of guiding the user in a personalized way to interesting or useful 

objects in a large space of possible options” [6] [7] [38] [39] [40]. Recommendation systems 

are used in e-commerce and social networking sites commonly and now these systems have 

gained a lot of attention in the e-Learning community as well. In regards with classification, 

there are different types of recommendation techniques. The most popular techniques are 

‘Collaborative Filtering’, ‘Content-based Filtering’ and ‘Hybrid Filtering’ [6] [8] [9]. 

In this paper, we present a detailed implementation and evaluation of our previously 

proposed interaction-based collaborative filtering approach [41]. A number of new 

experiments have been conducted which depict an increased recommendation accuracy for the 

new-user cold start problem specifically in the personal learning environment. The approach is 

discussed in detail in section 3. In the next section, an extensive literature review on PLE, 

recommender systems and the current problems regarding recommendation are presented. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 e-Learning Approach and its Limitations 

The academic and learning environment of the 21
st
 century cannot thrive or do much without 

an important component, the e-learning platform. The e-learning system effectively offers 

tailored information and guides its users considering factors such as the needs of the individual 

students, their learning ability, and adaptation to knowledge. However, the existing e-learning 

systems lack in interaction hence become static content-centric repositories [10]. One of the 

reasons of this deficiency is that information overload in traditional e-learning systems is too 

much and seems unavoidable. Hence, the need for a personalization function in the e-Learning 

environment seems essential so that learners can have the appropriate information at the right 

time.  
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2.2 Personal Learning Environment (PLE) and its Limitations 

A Personal Learning Environment (PLE) is defined as a set of tools, services and communities 

that establish an independent learning platform for learners’ use for the sole purpose of 

accomplishing their educational objectives via self-paced learning. It is important to highlight 

that Learning Management Systems (LMS) are sometimes compared with PLE. They, 

however, are dissimilar. As LMS is mainly course-centric while PLE thrives on a 

learner-centric model (Fig. 1). Therefore, it is important to realize that the PLE is more like an 

ideology about how learners achieve their task of learning rather than a particular software 

application.  

 

PLE

INFORMATION 

MANAGEMENT

CONTENTS 

GENERATION

INTERACTION 

WITH OTHERS

 
Fig. 1.  Personal Learning Environment (PLE) 

 

As shown in Fig. 1, three important parts of the environment must be taken in consideration. 

First is the information management part. The main idea behind this concept is that there is 

more than enough information available in a typical e-learning system but not all the 

information is required by every learner. So, there must a mechanism which should look after 

the management of that information and personalized the information for a particular learner. 

Second part is content generation, which is very simple. When a learner wants to publish or 

share some information on the e-learning system, there must be mechanism which should help 

the user in generating that content. For example, a leaner posts comments on a blog, starts 

some discussion thread or share a published article. Third part is interaction with others phase. 

In this part, a very important task is described, which is, to interact with other learners either 

for sharing information or asking for help on some issue. Thus, interaction is an integral part in 

a learning environment. 

As it is obvious that Internet is a rich source of information, so much that students are 

confused that which content is more relevant to them. Ideally, they are only interested in 

contents that are most relevant in fulfilling their learning objectives. To tackle this challenge, 

recommendations come to the aid of the learner by filtering the available information, 

customize and recommend the relevant information according to their needs. ‘Good’ 

recommendations are vital, if a PLE is to be considered successful. Otherwise its failure leads 

to loss of  learner’s trust in the PLE [11]. 

2.3 Interaction Concept 

Interaction can be defined as a form of communication involving two or more entities. 

According to Ha and James [12] “Interactivity should be defined in terms of the extent to 

which the communicator and the audience respond to or are willing to facilitate each other’s 
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communication needs.” In the perspective of web systems, it can be defined as how a user 

communicates with a system [13] [14].  When a user communicates with the system, it goes far 

beyond explaining the interaction alone but also characterizes the peculiar level and type of 

interaction. 

2.3.1 Levels of Interaction 

The levels of satisfaction and communication are the essential part in defining the levels of 

interaction. According to Steuer [15], there are two levels of interaction starting from low 

interaction to high interaction. These interactions are categorized based on the capacity of 

communication in real time scenarios’ [14]. For instance, an online chat program is considered 

as high level of interaction whereas, a newspaper falls in the category of low level of 

interaction (Fig. 2). A high level of interaction provides with a real time feedback, the user has 

more control of the environment. The user can become easily involved in this level of 

interaction. For example, online chat programs like skype or msn messenger are considered as 

real high levels of interaction. A low level of interaction provides the user less control over the 

environment and there is not a real-time feedback such as a book, a movie, and newspaper. In 

all of these, there is only one way of communication flow, the user feedback is not real-time. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Level of interactions [15] 

2.3.2 Types of Interaction 

Although interaction can be divided in many sub-categories depending upon the domain of 

research but according to the scope of this research work, interaction is categorized as Implicit 

Interaction and Explicit Interaction [13]. Implicit interaction can be defined as “the interaction 

which is not intentional”. An action which is performed without the intention of interaction but 

regardless, the environment understands it as in input, is considered as implicit interaction. 

Explicit interaction can be defined as “the interaction which is intentional”. In this kind of 

interaction, a user intentionally interacts with a system and gives input. Furthermore, implicit 

interaction falls in the category of low level of interaction, whereas explicit interaction falls in 

the category of high level of interaction. 

2.4 Recommender System 

This is a form of information filtering engine that gives suggestion to users about products, 

goods and services that they may be interested in. It assists users in the decision making 

process when presented with multiple choices on selected items [16].  As the name of the 
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engine reads, the recommender system only suggests options to users and in no way does it 

make decision on behalf of its subjects or users. Given its wide acceptance, it thrived 

successfully in the e-commerce environment where e-commerce sites and applications are 

powered by this system behind the scenes hence its huge popularity. In the e-commerce realm, 

such recommendations aid customers in locating what they may be looking for, thus 

increasing sales and profitability. Furthermore, users’ spending behavior and pattern can be 

monitored with the recommender system to provide tailored and specific goods or services 

that suite them best. 

There are two generic entities that are dealt with in any recommender system namely: the user 

(customer) and the item of interest. The user spectrum is diverse depending on the kind of 

system powered by the recommender system. They could be customers in an e-commerce 

platform or a passionate book reader looking for suitable books or a particular subject or title 

of interest. Users’ ratings and comments on items bought or borrowed are accumulated in 

repositories the processed by algorithms to provide suggestions or recommendations to future 

users based on their requests hence reducing the burden of decision making. 

2.5 Issues in Recommender System 

Some of the major problems in recommender systems are discussed as follows. 
 

a) Cold Start: The cold start problem typically affects new user or item when they are newly 

registered in a system. Usually, there is insufficient information and ratings for causing the 

recommendation algorithm not to accurately predict or recommend to the users. All 

recommendation techniques use ratings or item history logs for effective and efficient 

recommendation. However, it’s hard for an algorithm to process the ratings given the scarcity 

of information leading to one of the major challenges of recommender systems. Cold-start 

problem is divided into two broad categories namely:  new-user cold-start problem and 

new-item cold-start problem [17] [19]. 
 

b) Data Sparsity: In a system, the users may not rate some of the items. Therefore, the 

user-item matrix may have many missing ratings and be very sparse. Therefore, finding 

correlations between users and items becomes quite difficult and can lead to weak 

recommendations. Many users do not rate every item they like, so it is not necessary that if a 

user had not rated an item necessarily means that the user did not like the item. This is a major 

issue in recommender systems [18] [20] [21]. 

2.6 Types of Recommender Systems 

There are different types of recommender systems like collaborative filtering recommender 

systems, content-based filtering recommender systems, hybrid filtering recommender systems, 

knowledge-based filtering recommender systems, demographic-based filtering recommender 

systems and utility-based filtering recommender systems [6] [8] [9] [22]. Here we are going to 

discuss collaborative filtering and content-based recommender system. 
 

2.6.1 Collaborative Filtering (CF) 
 

The CF approach [9] [17] [20] [23] [26] provides user with recommendations based on what a 

community of users with likely or similar interests or preferences might have liked previously 

on an e-commerce site. The CF approach takes advantage of existing semblances in user 

interest patterns to make recommendation via correlation of their preferences stored in the 
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system’s repositories over time. The CF-based systems are often classified as “memory-based 

CF” and “model-based CF”. 
 

The main advantages of collaborative filtering recommender systems are that they are more 

effective when it comes to customer satisfaction as they recommend the most appropriate 

items to users which are personalized at the same time [19]. The collaborative filtering 

algorithms are designed such that the accuracy of their prediction increases tremendously over 

item as more user preferences are added to the database, irrespective of the size of the database 

[21]. 

The main drawback of CF is that the system would not be very effective if a user changes 

his/her preferences unexpectedly, as the system still focuses on past interests of the user. It is 

also known as gray sheep problem [21]. For example, if a user has brought books on 

astrophysics for a long period of time but if user suddenly gains interest in other areas like 

psychology, he would still be recommended with the books on astrophysics, which might not 

be very useful to the user. It also suffers from the problems of sparsity of ratings [18] [20] [21] 

or single votes for items in the database along with the problem where a new user or new item 

is added to the database [17] [19]. 
 

2.6.2 Content-based Recommender System 
 

Content-based recommendation systems or content-based filtering approaches [6] [8] [16] 

[33] are based on textual information such as documents. These items are typically described 

with keywords and weights. Using nearest neighbor functions or clustering methods can allow 

this recommendation system to analyze these keywords and document content and use them as 

a basis to recommend a suitable item. The type of information for the user’s profile derived by 

the content-based recommender systems is largely depended on the learning method used, like 

decision tree, neural networks and etc. [8]. 

The main advantage of this method is that it does not depend on the user ratings of items in 

the database and hence, even if the database does not contain user preferences, the prediction 

accuracy is not affected. Even if the user preferences change, it has the capacity to adjust its 

recommendations in a short span of time. The main drawback of this approach is the need to 

know all the details of an item really well, even where the features of the item are stored in the 

database in a way where it cannot be inferred directly. 

In this research, we have presented an approach to improve the accuracy of collaborative 

recommendation for new-user cold-start problem. In the next section we present our approach 

and an in depth discussion about the approach. 
 

3. Proposed Approach 

The proposed approach attempts to address the cold-start effect faced by new users in getting 

accurate recommendations in the PLE domain. This approach attempts to exploit the 

interaction between disparate users in making concise suggestions to the new users, a set of 

existing users that has huge similarity with the new users thus reducing the cold-start effect. 

The components of our approach can be seen in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3.  Proposed collaborative filtering approach 

 

The main focus of this approach is on the new users when they log on to the system. During 

the initial step, after the user creates a profile, a set of tags are presented to the new user for 

selection as an attempt to identify the user’s interest. Having selected few of this tags as many 

as preferred, the profile is updated and recommendations are generated for this new user  

As shown in Fig. 3, after a complete set-up of the user profile, it is sent to the 

recommendation engine for suggestions. The strength of the proposed approach lies in user 

interaction hence the recommendation tends to become more useful and efficient as the users 

continue to interact with each other in the system. The profile of interacting users are opened 

and matched with that of new users. The recommender system looks for a user with whom this 

other user has interacted. The profile of that user then opens up and that profile is then matched 

with the new user. If the user profile matches, this user is then recommended to the new user 

otherwise the engine will look for a user with whom this third user has interacted and then 

matches its profile with new users’ profile as well. This fetch and match cycle continues until 

a profile that matches that of the new user is discovered. This interaction is labeled as implicit 

interaction which will be described in detail in Section 4.4. 

The core of this approach depends immensely on the ‘Levenshtein Distance’ algorithm [34] 

for matching tags among user profiles. In this algorithm, the variation between two strings is 

calculated by the algorithm to identify similarities and differences between the users tags 

saved in the user profiles. So, when the tags are matched with the users’ selected tags, the user 

is then recommended to the new user otherwise the system looks for another user with whom 

this user has interacted. Finally, a user is recommended to the new user whose choices and 

interests are similar to those of the new user. The pictorial presentation of problem can be seen 

in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4.  Recommendation problem 
 

Fig. 4 depicts the recommendation problem occurs when a new user is registered in the 

PLE. The problem manifests when the new user logs on to a PLE system. There is little or no 

information about the likes and interests of that user hence the question arises, “how should 

the recommender system suggest existing users with similar preferences to the new user?” 

The proposed approach intends to answer this by leveraging on the user interactions within the 

system. For instance, if a new user, while interacting with the system interacts with items such 

as document, book and etc. on other existing users’ profile, this information is saved in the 

new user’s profile in the form of tags. This interaction information is then used to match the 

profile of both users for similarities with the algorithm. Therefore, if the profile matches, that 

user is recommended. A complete description of how this approach works is discussed in the 

next section. 
 

3.1 Interaction in Proposed Approach 
 

In fact, the interaction is the communication between two entities. In a web based system, 

interaction is defined as the way in which a user communicates with the system. Furthermore, 

there are two types of interaction; explicit interaction and implicit interaction. Explicit 

interaction is defined as the intentional interaction. For example, when a user interacts with the 

system and provides input. Implicit interaction is defined as the interaction which is not 

intentional. The levels of interaction are between high and low depending upon the user 

control, satisfaction and the interaction frequency. 
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Fig. 5.  Interaction in proposed approach 

 

After the fundamental introduction of interaction, the application of interaction in the 

proposed approach is discussed. As shown in Fig. 5, when a new user enters in the system, a 

user profile with all the tags that the user selects based on his interests, is created for him. Next, 

when this new user interacts with an existing user, the system opens up the profile of this new 

user and looks up to whom the existing user has interacted earlier. The system then opens up 

the profile of the user that this current user has interacted with. This method explores the chain 

of interactions among existing users until the last user is reached. 

 

The tags of this new user are then matched against the tags of the existing user. If the profile 

matches, this new user is recommended to the existing user; otherwise the system keeps on 

repeating the interaction-exploring process. The system keeps doing this recursive process 

until a user is found whose interests are same the new users’ interest. Once, the profile matches 

that user is recommended to the new user. 
 

The profile perspective of interaction explaining the process of matching of user profile of 

new user with the existing profiles of other users is shown in Fig. 6. The Fig. 6 explains in 

detail about the use of user profile in matching and recommendation process. The tags selected 

by users are saved in users’ profile and the information about the interaction is also saved in it.  

In order to explain the activity involved in this whole process, an activity diagram is 

presented here for the activity wise understanding of the proposed approach. 
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Fig. 6.  Profile perspective of interaction 

 
Fig. 7.  Activity Diagram 
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As presented in Fig. 7, the very first operation the system performs is, when the user 

enters in the system it checks for the user’s profile if it has been created or not. If it is not 

created then the system gives the user a list of tags for selection and saves these tags in this 

user’s profile. The next activity is to capture the interaction of the new user with another 

user. Once the new user interacts with another user the system extracts both the users’ 

profile and matches them. If they do not match, the system waits for another interaction of 

new user. But if the profile matched, the system reads this user’s profile and looks for 

another user with whom this user has interacted. This process goes on until a suitable user 

is recommended to the new user. 

The levenshtein distance algorithm is described below. The algorithm of the proposed 

approach is presented below along with the complete explanation which is given in Table 1. 

The algorithm is presented in a precise way with detailed explanation.  
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The use and the implementation of above equation is described in detail in the algorithm 

presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1.  Proposed algorithm 

The annotation of symbols 

 1 2 3, , ,..., nU u u u u  //set of all users; 

 1 2 3, , ,..., mT t t t t  //set of all tags which belongs to every user; 

 1 2 3, , ,..., kI i i i i  //set of interactions which belongs to every user; 

 1,2,3,...,k n  //the number 

  ku T   //for each user ku  there is a set of tags; 

1  ,k ki u u    //for each interaction i there are two users ku  and 1ku  ; 

First Phase of user profile matching 

//for each interaction i, if there is a set of tags which belongs to user ku  which is similar to the set 

of tags which belongs to user 1ku  . 

i  if 1 T k ku T u      

//if the above condition satisfied, go to the second phase. 
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Second Phase of user profile matching 

//for each interaction i, if there is a set of tags which belongs to user 1ku   which is similar to the 

set of tags which belongs to user 2ku   

i  if 1 2 T k ku T u      

//if the above condition satisfied, go the final phase. 

Final phase of matching and recommendation 

//if there is a set of tags which belongs to user 2ku   which is similar to the set of tags which 

belongs to user ku , then user 2ku   is the selected user. 

if 2 T k ku T u   
 

2ku   is selected.
 

 

Here, important point to notice is that both explicit and implicit interactions are 

happening in this process but the main focus of this approach is on the implicit interaction. 

Since, the user is new and the user has very limited knowledge about the system and 

contents, explicit interaction might not be so helpful. Thus implicit interaction based 

recommendation helps in recommending the most appropriate existing users to the new 

user. As it can be seen clearly that in order for this approach to efficiently work, the new 

user only needs to interact with one user explicitly, from there the approach starts doing the 

process implicitly which is very effective since the user has no prior knowledge about the 

system. 

 

4. Experimental Evaluation 

4.1 Introduction to Dataset 
 
The dataset used in the evaluation of the proposed approach is Movie lens dataset (Table 2) 
which contains the cold start users (users with less than 20 votes). This dataset contains 
10000054 ratings and 95580 tags applied to 10681 movies by 71567 users. The minimum 
rating is 0.5 and maximum rating is 5 with the step size of 0.5. The mean, median and 
standard deviation of ratings is 3.61, 3.72 and 1.06 respectively. 

For our experiments, we looked for users and tags information. Since cold-start users 

(users with less than 20 votes) are not accounted in Movielens dataset, so in order to 

perform experiments related to cold-start users, we have removed votes from the dataset. 

The users who have rated between 2 and 20 items and have few tags selected are referred to 

as cold-start users. We have slightly modified the data and added more data relevant to 

PLE. 
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Table 2.  Main parameters of the Movie lens dataset 

Number of Users 71567 

Number of Movies 10681 

Number of Tags 95580 

Number of Ratings 10000054 

Minimum Ratings 0.5 

Maximum Ratings 5 

 
We have extracted the data from Movielens dataset according to the feasibility for the 

experiments. We created three tables from the dataset. The first table constains the 
structure of the table of tag id and the tags from these tags a user will select. The second 
table contains the tag id and the tags, in the string format. The third table contains the user 
id and user name. The user names are added to the dataset which helped in presenting the 
generated list of users for recommendation. 
 

4.2 Experimental Setup 
 
In order to validate the improvement gained using this new approach, an experiment has 

been carried out with a new user account in the PLE domain given the nature of the 

problem. In this scenario, we showed that how this interaction-oriented approach solves the 

problem of the cold-start effect. 

When a new user enters in the PLE system, a list of different keywords is shown to user for 

selection of a few tags. These tags are saved in the user profile and the profile is then used 

to generate first list of recommendation for the user. Since this approach is related to 

interaction, we assume that the user has updated the profile by visiting other links, other 

users’ profile and some other articles. While the new user browses the PLE system, his 

profile is updated with the form of tags in user profiles he visited. This updated profile 

serves as input parameters for the algorithm to select the best user profile matches for the 

new user thereby making improved recommendation. A step by step description is 

described below. 

 
Step 1: Updating New User’s Profile with Tags– A new-user is registered in the 

system. This is the input for this step. A list of few tags is displayed to user for selection in 
order to describe his learning interest. The new user’s profile is now updated with the 
selected tags which is the output of this step. This user’s  profile is continuously updated 
whenever the user interacts with the system, clicks on some article or visit some other 
users’ profile. The input is a new user, the user selects few tags from a list of tags which is 
data and the output is the profile which is saved for every user. 
 

Step 2: Tags Matching among Users – In this step the selected user’s tags are retrieved 

from the updated profile of the user in the database when the user logs on to the system.  

The Levenshtein Distance [34] algorithm seamlessly matches the retrieved tags against 

other users’ tags with whom this new user has interacted. This algorithm measures the 

difference between two strings. The algorithm cross-references the user profiles while 
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searching and finally presents the best recommendation to the new user. A detailed 

explanation of Levenshtein Distance algorithm is given in Table 3.  

In this step, the user profile serves as the input data while the output is the list of 

recommended users. 
 

Step 3: Recommending A User to Another – In this step, we perform an in-depth 

exploration of other users’ profile in order to discover the network of users that have 

interacted with these users. The fetching and matching process of each user’s tags that this 

user has interacted with continues until all suitable user profile matches are generated. In 

simple terms, we recommend a user to another user if the tags between them match; else no 

recommendation is made and we continue the third step in a loop until all matches are 

found and presented to the new user. The results are discussed and shown in Section 4.3. 

The input for this step is the user profile. From this profile, again all tags information is 

retrieved and once again computed with other users profile in order to find the closest 

match for the new user. This is the data for this step. A list of 5 users is then recommended 

to the new user, which are the most appropriate candidate for the interaction. This 

information is updated in the profile as output. 
 

Table 3.  Levenshtein distance algorithm 

 Set n to be the length of x, and m to be the length of y 

 Create a matrix with m rows and n columns and initialize the first 

row and column to 0…m and 0…n respectively. 

 Examine each of the characters of x and y to 1 to n and 1 to m. 

 If x[i] = y[i], the characters are equal and the transformation cost is 

0. If x[i] != y[i], the characters are not equal and the transformation 

cost is 1. 

 The value of cell d[i, j] is set to the minimum of {d[i-1, j] + 1 (the 

cell above + 1)}, {d[i, j-1] + 1 (the cell to the left  + 1)}, or {d[i-1, 

j] + cost (the cell diagonally above and to the left)}. 

 Step 3-5 is repeated until the distance score is found in cell d[n, m]. 

 

After the execution of the algorithm, a matrix will be created in Matlab indicating the 

possible user for recommendation. The levenshtein algorithm is presented in Tables 3 and 

the output after the execution is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4.  The output matrix after matching 

 U1 U2 U3 I 

U1 t3 t1 t2  

U2 t1 t3 t2  
U3 t2 t2 t3  

 

In Table 4, it can be seen that first step is to determine which is appropriate to look in. It 
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can be decided by matching the tags for the new-user to the second user that this user has 

interacted with. If the tags matched among them, then all the users, with whom this second 

user has interacted, are matched one by one with the new-user. If a user with similar 

interests is found, it is recommended to the new-user. 
 

After completing the experiment with all results documented, the latter was validated 

using Precision, Recall and F1 measures. A Comparison was done using the latest approach 

with the new experimental result showing noticeable and remarkable improvement. The 

details are given below in next section. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 
 

In this section, the results of the evaluation of our proposed approach are discussed. The 

experimentation process is discussed in detail in previous Sections. Precision and Recall 

are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. It is apparent from the 

results that the proposed approach corroborates good results for new-user cold start issue in 

Personal Learning Environment. 

Precision and Recall measure are the most commonly used measures to validate the results 

[16] [35] [36]. Precision is the measure of the retrieved items which are actually relevant 

while Recall is the measure of the overall retrieved items which maybe contain irrelevant 

items as well [35]. Both of these measures are reciprocal of each other. F1 score is the 

measure of the accuracy of a test. It is the weighted average of Precision and Recall and 

shows the overall performance of both of them [16] [36]. The formula for each of these 

measures is given below. 

 

   

retrieved items
Precision = 

relevant items retrieved items
 

 

   

relevant items
Recall = 

relevant items retrieved items
 

              
1

precision.recall
F  = 2

precision + recall

 
 
 

 

 

After the experimentation and the acquiring of results, these results are validated by 

Precision, Recall and F1 measures. Comparison is done with latest approach and the result 

shows significant improvement. The details are given below. 

 

Fig. 8.  Precision comparison 
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Fig. 8 shows the comparison of precisions of our approach with [37]. The experiments 

are performed with three different user profiles and the result shows improvement of 

31.57%. 
 

 

Fig. 9.  Recall comparison 

 

The recall comparison of our approach can be seen in Fig. 9. As it can be clearly seen, 

the recall value is dropped by average of 18.29% when compared with the recall of [37]. 

The recall is also compared with three different user profiles. 
 

 

Fig. 10.  F1-score comparison 

 

F1-score are compared and it shows improvement too which is shown in Fig. 10. As it 

can be seen, it shows improvement of 8.8% when compared with [37]. To calculate 

F1-score we also use three different user profiles. 

5. Conclusion 

E-learning has become an integral part of online learning process for the learners. As the 
technology advances, so does the problem. A very common problem in this regard is the 
problem of new-user cold start. It is the problem in which a new user enters a PLE system. 
The system has to recommend personalized contents to the learner. However, as the 
learner is new and there is not much information about the learner, the system fails to 
recommend most appropriate learning content to the learning. In this research paper, we 
have presented the implementation of interaction-based collaborative filtering approach 
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to improve the recommendation accuracy for new–user (new learner) cold start problem. 
We have discussed about our approach and the experimental evaluation in detail in 
sections 3 and 4 respectively. The result shows the improvement in the accuracy of 
recommendation for the new-user cold start problem. 
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